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everroll® – elastic, anti-slip, robust
BSW produces its own floor covering range especially for winter
and ice sports facilities. everroll® contains a combination of
different elastomers that make it exceptionally durable. The
product is available in various delivery formats including rolled
lengths and compact plates, giving customers precisely the right
solution for their winter and ice sport facilities.

The Advantages
–

Resistant to machinery and sharp objects

–

Unaffected by lighting conditions

Furthermore, everroll® reliably meets the increasing demands
placed on anti-slip surfaces that are deployed in wet, alpine
areas. The surface remains virtually unaffected by water, snow
or ice, and is also resistant to the effects of steel runners, poles
or ski boots.

–

Non-slip and durable

–

Long life

–

Impact and shock proof

The elasticity of the everroll® material also provides exceptional
walking comfort, a key element for areas being accessed by
those wearing skis or skates.

–

Comfortable to walk on

–

Reduced impact on the musculoskeletal system

–

Acts as an acoustic insulator, reducing ambient and impact
noise

–

Easy to install

–

Recyclable

Areas of Application
–

Summit and valley stations

–

Ski rental locations

–

Ski huts and terraces

–

Après-ski pavilions and bars

–

Ice rinks

–

Changing rooms and access routes

Mountain Railway

Ski Rental
everroll® compact
everroll® impact
everroll® EL
everroll® SF

Ice Sports

everroll® impact

everroll® compact
everroll® impact
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everroll® compact
everroll® compact is a universal product suitable for numerous
applications. Its anti-slip properties help to reduce the risk of
slipping, even in wet areas.
The toughened elastic consistency of everroll® compact offers
protection from blunt impact and constant loads. The product is
also resistant to sharp or pointed objects. Even when penetrated, the surface will close up almost completely upon removal
of the object.
Mountain Railway

Ski Rental

Material
PUR-bonded rubber granulate on a rubber and EPDM base.

Thickness
See table

Roll dimensions
Width: 1,250 mm
Length: 10 m / 15 m / 20 m

Anti-slip resistance
Anti-slip resistance R9 / R10 in accordance with BGR 181
and subject to décor. Rated to level C in accordance with DIN
51097. Level C is considered as the highest class of anti-slip
rating. Coefficient of kinetic friction > 0,3 µ in accordance with
EN 13893.

Installation
Information regarding the installation and cleaning of the
product can be sourced via our website.

Impact Resistance
6 mm: 15 Nm

Gloss level
0.0 - 0.3 GU (Gloss Unit)

Reduction of impact sound
6 mm: approx. 19 dB

Design

Thickness everroll® compact

uni I

6 mm

stone

6 mm

xtreme

6 mm

endurance

6 mm

vision

6 mm

classic

6 mm

basic

6 mm

You‘ll find an overview of our designs in chapter D2 Design Center everroll®.

Fire behaviour
uni I / stone / xtreme: Cfl-s1 according to DIN EN 13501-1
endurance / vision / classic / basic: Efl according to DIN EN
13501-1

Special properties
– High skid resistance, even when wet
– Above average impact resistance
– Can act as a protective layer for screeds and other floor
constructions
– Acts as impact sound insulation
– Minimal colour deterioration
– Non-reflective
– Suitable for under-floor heating

!
Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our customers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.
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everroll® impact
For areas likely to see heavy use by ski and ice sports equipment, everroll® impact is the optimum choice for floor covering.
The advantages of this product include its high skid resistance
even when wet, its resistance to shocks and punctures, its
ability to act as a protector for screeds, and its ability to provide
high-impact sound insulation. Skiers and skaters can stand and
walk safely on the product, giving facility owners a durable,
robust, and long-lasting solution to the issues that result in the
deterioration of other flooring products.
Mountain Railway

Ski Rental

Ice Sports

Material
PUR-bonded rubber granulate on a rubber and EPDM base.

Thickness
Various thicknesses according to the décor group (see table).
10-12mm is recommended for ice rinks.

Roll dimensions
Width: 1,250 mm
Length: 10 m / 15 m / 20 m

Anti-slip resistance
Anti-slip resistance R9 / R10 in accordance with BGR 181
and subject to décor. Rated to level C in accordance with DIN
51097. Level C is considered as the highest class of anti-slip
rating. Coefficient of kinetic friction > 0,3 µ in accordance with
EN 13893.

Installation
Information regarding the installation and cleaning of the
product can be sourced via our website.

Impact Resistance
8 mm: 15 Nm
10 mm: 15 Nm
12 mm: 15 Nm

Gloss level
0.0 - 0.3 GU (Gloss Unit)

Reduction of impact sound
8 mm: approx. 21 dB

Design

Dicke everroll® impact

stone

8, 10 mm

xtreme

8, 10 mm

endurance

8, 10 mm

vision

8, 10 mm

classic

8, 10, 12 mm

basic

10 mm

You‘ll find an overview of our designs in chapter D2 Design Center everroll®.

Fire behaviour
stone, xtreme: Cfl-s1 according to DIN EN 13501-1
endurance, vision, classic, basic: Efl according to DIN EN
13501-1
Special properties
– High skid resistance, even when wet
– Above average impact resistance
– Can act as a protective layer for screeds and other floor
constructions
– Acts as impact sound insulation
– Minimal colour deterioration
– Non-reflective
– Suitable for under-floor heating

!
Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our customers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.
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everroll® EL
The everroll® EL plates combine a high-quality appearance
with an exceptional walking feel. PUR-bonded rubber fibres
are used to create an elastic underside, which compress as the
surface is stepped on to minimise slipping. The top surface
of everroll® EL consists of coloured EPDM granules and is
available in three standard finishes. Bespoke colour options are
available on request. The everroll® EL plates can easily be cut
to size, allowing the product to be adapted to suit the designated floor space when being deployed indoors. The product also
provides acoustic absorption of surrounding and direct impact
noise.
Mountain Railway

Material
Base layer: PUR-bonded rubber granulate / fibres on a rubber base.
Upper layer: PUR-bonded rubber granulate on an EPDM basis

Implementation
Dual-layer structure approx. 11 mm thick, featuring a condensed, highly loadable EPDM upper layer and a soft base
layer. Underside features drainage channels, and edges feature
anchor holes. Dowel pins are recommended by the manufacturer for connecting the plates.
Each plate has a fake joint along the centre of the longitudinal side.

Colours
3 finishes available (bespoke colours upon request)

Anti-slip resistance
Anti-slip resistance R9 / R10 in accordance with BGR 181
depending on design.

Installation
The product can be installed on concrete, asphalt, a condensed
gravel bed or an even foundation. The plates can be connected
together using the provided anchor pins or glued together if
required.

Dimensions in mm
1,000 x 500 x 30

Weight in kg/m²
approx. 23

Tolerances: Length/width ± 1 %, Thickness ± 2 mm

Fire behaviour
Efl according to DIN EN 13501-1
(Cfl-s1 according to DIN EN 13501-1 upon request)

Design 1
Beige / Brown /
Earth Yellow

Design 2
Beige / Brown /
Slate Grey

Design 3
Red / Brown /
Slate Grey

!
Please note that the colours represented on printed or
digital documents are for guide purposes only and may not
be 100% accurate to the actual product. For this reason, a
final purchasing decision should only be made once actual
everroll® EL samples have been reviewed. Please request your
free everroll® EL samples directly from BSW.
Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our c ustomers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.

Information regarding newly installed plates (when laying outdoors): After the installation of everroll® EL plates, a slight wax discolouration may temporarily occur. This
discolouration quickly disappears when the product is subjected to natural weather
conditions. The wax is used in the manufacturing process of the plates and once
the wax is removed the colours will appear in full luminosity. The colour options of
everroll® EL plates are created using a specific manufacturing method and can only
be obtained from BSW.
Our plates are manufactured using specially selected and certified products. Due
to the manual production process, colour deviations and/or different distributions of
the various granulates use may occur. To ensure consistency we recommended that
the full amount of product is selected and collected at the same time. BSW can also
apply extra UV protection upon request. Please enquire for more information.
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everroll® SF
everroll® SF is a robust, impact-absorbing floor covering that
is predominantly installed in ingress / egress points and access
areas in cableway stations. The product is resistant to the
damage that can be caused by ski boots and ski equipment, is
optimised for the use of trolleys, and can be installed quickly
and easily. Its porous surface allows water to drain through it
quickly, helping to prevent the build-up of standing water.

Mountain Railway

Material
PUR-bonded rubber granulate on an EPDM basis.

Implementation
everroll® SF is supplied as a single layer EPDM plate, and we
recommend that the plates are glued to the sub-floor on which
they will sit.

Design 1
Red / Slate Grey

Design 2
Slate Grey / Mouse
Grey

Each plate has a fake joint along the centre of the longitudinal side.

Colours
Three colour options are available. Bespoke colours available
on request.

Anti-slip resistance
Anti-slip resistance R10 in accordance with BGR 181

Installation
The product can be installed on to concrete, asphalt, screed or
any other even and durable surfacing material. The plates are
glues into position on the underside at the edges.

Dimensions in mm
1,000 x 500 x 22

Weight in kg/m²
approx. 26.4

Tolerances: Length/width ± 1 %, Thickness: ± 2 mm

Fire behavior
Cfl-s1 in accordance with DIN EN 13501-1

Design 3
Light Grey / Slate
Grey / Blue

!
Please note that the colours represented on printed or
digital documents are for guide purposes only and may not
be 100% accurate to the actual product. For this reason, a
final purchasing decision should only be made once actual
everroll® SF samples have been reviewed. Please request your
free everroll® SF samples directly from BSW.
Information regarding newly installed plates (when laying outdoors): After the
installation of everroll® SF plates, a slight wax discolouration may temporarily
occur. This discolouration quickly disappears when the product is subjected
to natural weather conditions. The wax is used in the manufacturing process
of the plates and once the wax is removed the colours will appear in full luminosity. The colour options of everroll® SF plates are created using a specific
manufacturing method and can only be obtained from BSW.
Our plates are manufactured using specially selected and certified products.
Due to the manual production process, colour deviations and/or different
distributions of the various granulates use may occur. To ensure consistency
we recommended that the full amount of product is selected and collected at
the same time. BSW can also apply extra UV protection upon request. Please
enquire for more information.

Downloads

Information Downloads
All documents and information you need for making your decision, tendering procedures and also for the installation, use and
care of BSW products are available at www.berleburger.com.
In a matter of seconds you can download technical data sheets,
certificates and installation instructions, all in the required file
formats.
Click on SERVICE in the website navigation section and then
click on Downloadcenter.
Up to date information is provided on our website and in the
PDF versions of this catalogue. The PDF versions are available
for download on our website.

More detailed information and documents can be found at our
website www.berleburger.com: press releases, high-resolution
press photos, our latest trade fair activities, a hotline to our
friendly customer consultants, background information, calculation and configuration software, the websites of our subsidiaries
and the BSW home page in many different languages.

Our retail and industry customers benefit from our BSW Media
Support. We offer hundreds of product photos and graphics,
presentations, text modules and open files of our product logos,
print materials, etc. All materials are available for downloading
and designing your own advertising materials. Our marketing
department will send you your exclusive link and the access
data to the password-protected BSW Media Support.
Please do not hesitate to contact our marketing department
or our friendly BSW customer consult-ants, should you have
any questions or need assistance.

www.
berleburger.
com
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Design Center

Design Center
everroll®
Colours,
textures,
structures

Customised Design
everroll® Sports and Fitness Flooring
everroll® Alpine and Arena Flooring
everroll® Event and Retail Flooring

BSW Design Center offers countless
possibilities for individual designs of your own
floor patterns. 26 EPDM colours and
72 everroll® colour combinations in
almost any varied combination.
The

Design Center
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72 everroll® colour combinations
everroll® uni I – Dense, fine granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness]

Berlin [1105]

Oslo [1187]

Kush [1030]

Goa [1008]

Mons [1113]

Nome [1112]

Palau [1010]

Manaus [1009]

Palau [1002]

Manaus [1001]

everroll® uni II – Less dense, coarse granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness]

Berlin [1003]

Oslo [1186]

Mons [1007]

Nome [1115]

Kush [1116]

Goa [1000]

Berlin Diamant [1075]

Mons Diamant [1081]

!
Colours may differ from the originals due to the nature of the
printing process. Your buying decision should be made only
after viewing a sample of everroll®. Request your everroll®
sample from BSW.
(Justifiable) colour and design deviations between different
production batches cannot be avoided. If possible, material
from one production batch is supplied.

Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for articles
accessible for the general public. We therefore ask our customers to check whether the intended use of products bought
from us complies with this legislation.
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everroll® stone – Dense, mixed granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness and as everroll® impact: in 8 and 10 mm thickness]

Iceland [3000]

Helsinki [3001]

Kýpros [3002]

Jakarta [3003]

Paris [1085]

Tokyo [1198]

Mons [3138]

everroll® stone – Dense, fine granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness and as everroll® impact: in 8 and 10 mm thickness]

Nome [2004]

Berlin [2005]

Pompeji [1194]

Oslo [1208]

Kush [2001]

Goa [2000]

!
Colours may differ from the originals due to the nature of the
printing process. Your buying decision should be made only
after viewing a sample of everroll®. Request your everroll®
sample from BSW.
(Justifiable) colour and design deviations between different
production batches cannot be avoided. If possible, material
from one production batch is supplied.

Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our c ustomers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.

Design Center

everroll® Colour Combinations
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everroll® xtreme – Dense, fine granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 mm thickness only]

Toronto I [1053]

Hamburg I [1061]

Siwa I [1069]

La Digue I [1065]

Gotland I [1190]

La Digue III [1067]

Siwa III [1071]

Siwa IV [1072]

La Digue V [1155]

everroll® xtreme – Dense, fine granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 mm thickness only]

Gotland III [1188]

Toronto III [1055]

Hamburg III [1063]

everroll® xtreme – Dense, coarse granulate structure
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 mm thickness only]

Toronto IV [1056]

Hamburg IV [1064]

La Digue IV [1068]

everroll® xtreme
Degree of lightfastness 7 = “excellent”

!
Colours may differ from the originals due to the nature of the
printing process. Your buying decision should be made only
after viewing a sample of everroll®. Request your everroll®
sample from BSW.
(Justifiable) colour and design deviations between different
production batches cannot be avoided. If possible, material
from one production batch is supplied.

Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our customers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.
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everroll® vision – High density black rubber with medium percentage of coloured granulate
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 mm thickness only and as everroll® impact: in 8 and 10 mm thickness]

Berlin [3122]

Nome [3121]

Perth [3239]

Goa [3117]

Sydney [3240]

Auckland [3241]

Lhasa [3180]

Kush [3118]

everroll® endurance – High density black rubber with high percentage of coloured granulate
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 mm thickness only and as everroll® impact: in 8 and 10 mm thickness]

Berlin [3116]

Nome [3115]

Goa [3111]

Kush [3112]

!
Colours may differ from the originals due to the nature of the
printing process. Your buying decision should be made only
after viewing a sample of everroll®. Request your everroll®
sample from BSW.
(Justifiable) colour and design deviations between different
production batches cannot be avoided. If possible, material
from one production batch is supplied.

Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our customers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.

Design Center
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everroll® classic – High density black rubber with medium percentage of coloured granulate
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness and as everroll® impact: in 8, 10 and 12 mm thickness]

Mons I [3256]

Berlin [3030]

Melbourne [3029]

Manaus [3032]

Palau [3031]

Amsterdam [3145]

Goa [3033]

Sidon I [3148]

everroll® basic – High density black rubber with low percentage of coloured granulate
[available as everroll® compact: in 4 and 6 mm thickness and as everroll® impact: in 10 mm thickness only]

Berlin [3195]

Palau [3146]

Helsinki [3196]

Sidon II [3159]

Amsterdam [3185]

Kush [3150]

!
Colours may differ from the originals due to the nature of the
printing process. Your buying decision should be made only
after viewing a sample of everroll®. Request your everroll®
sample from BSW.
(Justifiable) colour and design deviations between different
production batches cannot be avoided. If possible, material
from one production batch is supplied.

Annex XVII Entry 50 REACH contains requirements for
articles accessible for the general public. We therefore ask
our customers to check whether the intended use of products
bought from us complies with this legislation.
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26 EPDM Colours

Mouse Grey

Black

Slate Grey

Light Grey

Eggshell

Pearl White

Beige

Brown

Earth Yellow

Citrus Yellow

Orange

Brick Red

Rose

Violet

Dove Blue

Teal

Sky Blue

Rainbow Blue

Capri Blue

Berlin Blue

Turquoise Blue

May Green

Reseda Green

Signal Green

Patina Green

Rainbow Green

!
The colours may vary from original due to printing technology.
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Reference Project:
Pardatschgrat cable car valley station,
Ischgl, Austria
Robust everroll® floor covering meets the requirements for
non-slip flooring in the entrance, waiting, and distribution areas of a cable car station in the valley station of the
Pardatschgrat cable car in Ischgl, Austria. The winter sports
flooring is durable and able to withstand ski edges, poles
and ski boots.

Design Center

BSW flooring designer
The BSW flooring designer section on our website www.berleburger.com allows the possibility of mixing your own surface
colours for safety surfacing and sports flooring by BSW; your
choices can then be projected in the illustrations.
Your colour combinations and photomontages are highly realistic and give a useful impression of the chosen colour scheme
and surface structure.
All you then need to do is inform BSW of your chosen colours
so that BSW can produce an offer, and formulate a product
sample if required.
As well as the colour mixing function, the program also contains most of the textures available for the everroll® fitness and
performance flooring. They can be selected and dragged into
the illustrations to see their visual effect on a larger surface.
The colour samples created with the BSW flooring designer can
be printed and saved so that you can use them in your own
planning documents, quotations and presentations.

Here is the link to the BSW flooring designer:
www.bsw-flooring-designer.com

BSW flooring
designer guide –
it’s this easy

1

In the BSW Flooring Designer, first select the application field in the
„Gallery“ menu. There you will find example pictures for various
spaces. Select the picture that comes closest to your particular needs.

2

The next step is to click on the „Levels” symbol on the given surface
in the example picture and choose your decor in the product selection.
Using the drop-down menu, you can choose between the different
products. Here, all product-specific decor options are displayed.

3

The first icon on the right-hand side stands for „Add favourites“. Here
you can save previously installed floor type in your personal watch list.
This enables you to use the variations you’ve saved in your favourites
in a different picture. With the “Order Sample” function, you can order
your particular pattern directly from BSW.

4

The room you have designed can then also be printed out. To do so,
click on the Printer symbol on the right-had side of the page. This will
open another window. Here you can choose whether to print both the
photo of the room and the selected decor, or just one of the two.

5

In the section “Indoor Safety Surfacing” you can choose the colours of
your own decor yourself. To do so, click on the green “Colour Mixer”
button in the product selection.

6

In the Colour Mixer, you can design the flooring textures in variable
colour proportions. The button “Install in room” allows you to integrate
your own design directly into the previously selected example image.
Alternatively, by using the „Save Current Product” button, you can put
it onto your personal watch list to use it later.

Reference Project:
Fitness First, Munich-Haidhausen, Germany
Fitness First Germany GmbH relies on BSW’s flexible
sports flooring in its modern equipped clubs. everroll®
provides gym members with a secure grip when running,
jumping, and stopping, thanks to its outstanding surface
and associated excellent non-slip properties.

Reference Project: David Gym ZH-West,
Zurich-Schlieren, Switzerland
The David Gym ZH-West in Zurich-Schlieren is Switzerland’s largest fitness centre and is fitted with sports flooring
from BSW Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk GmbH. The centre
provides fitness equipment, free weights, separate spacious
zones for body building, cardio, group fitness and martial
arts, as well as a 50 m running track in a facility of approximately 4,000 square metres. The sprint track is made of
everroll® uni II in Goa.

everroll®

www.
berleburger.
com

BSW
Berleburger Schaumstoffwerk GmbH
Am Hilgenacker 24
57319 Bad Berleburg
Germany

The technical information given in the documents are guideline values. They are liable to manufacturing tolerances, which
may vary depending on the type of underlying properties.
The currently valid versions of this information are provided on
our internet pages and in the PDF versions of this catalogue.
The PDF versions are available to download from our website.
We do not assume liability for spelling or printing errors.

BSW AP SP EN 112018
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